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A number of studies from experimental psychology suggest the existence of information-pro-
cessing constraints that place limits on the number of people with which an individual may simulta-
neously interact. The existence of such constraints means that increases in the size of a human group
will push that population toward ‘‘scalar thresholds,’’ at which point a transformation of the social
order must take place to reorganize patterns of group interaction. The model developed here incorpo-
rates ethnographic data into the scalar theory of social change in an attempt to refine the precision
with which scalar thresholds may be predicted. This scalar model contributes to an understanding
of social change in small- to midsized sedentary populations and provides insight into processes by
which social differentiation can emerge in these societies. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

This study attempts to generate such anBehavioral studies of interaction between
application of information theory, using eth-members of human social groups have
nographic data to develop a model of socialshown that limits on the capacity to process
organization for small- to midsized seden-information can significantly affect the form
tary groups that refines the predictive powerand size of a group’s decision-making struc-
of a model originally introduced into theture (Meier 1972; Udy 1959; Miller 1956; Bass
discipline by Johnson over 15 years agoand Norten 1951; Gibb 1951). The possibility
(1978, 1982). Johnson’s primary contributionthat this small-scale factor, stemming from

essentially biological constraints on individ- was to propose an explanation for the exis-
tence of regularities in the size and composi-ual cognitive capabilities, could be a basic

structuring force underlying the composi- tion of human groups. Cross-cultural orga-
nizational regularities were argued to betion of larger social units such as clans and

settlements raises exciting possibilities for its grounded in cognitive constraints, shared by
all humans, that limit the number of piecesuse as an explanatory tool in archaeology. If

archaeological methods of identifying social or channels of information that can be simul-
taneously processed by the human brain.responses to these cognitive constraints can

be developed, they could provide new in- The identification of this constraint is highly
significant, since it is at this type of informa-sights into why societies were organized in

the way they were, why some grew while tion ‘‘threshold’’ that changes in the form
of interaction between group members mustsome collapsed, and why significant

changes in social organization occurred occur for effective interaction to continue be-
tween them (in other words, group interac-when they did. However, to fully realize the

explanatory power of information theory, tion must be reorganized so that the number
of information channels within the group isapplications must be developed that make

use of the theory as a predictive model, not reduced). Since this type of communications
stress is argued to build up between groupsimply as a general explanation applied to

observed patterns in a post hoc manner. members in a regular and predictable man-
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373TRANSITIONS IN SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

ner, the phenomenon could be used to shed tions of continuity between prehistoric and
historic groups—a long-standing source oflight on certain instances of change in the

social organization of human groups. controversy in Southwestern archaeology.
Considerable impact on Native AmericanWhat limits the explanatory power of this

research, at least in nonsystematic (i.e., post society since European contact is acknowl-
edged; a number of researchers have in facthoc) applications, is the relatively high vari-

ability around the mean ‘‘threshold’’ level suggested that it is precisely because the
pueblos were able to change that they wereof communications stress, which can range

from fewer than 6 up to 15 or more pieces able to survive European domination
(Upham 1987:286; F. Plog 1978; Cordell andof information (i.e., people). This variability

is problematic when attempting to explain Plog 1979). However, ethnographic data
need not be used as an interpretive template,a single case, since the scalar threshold of

any given case may or may not fall on the and in the current study ethnographic data
is used only as a source of possible interpre-mean, even though larger numbers of cases

will consistently tend to cluster around this tations of material remains. Regardless of
whether the assumption of comparability ofvalue. This study proposes an attempt to cal-

ibrate the critical level of information-pro- data is accepted or rejected by the reader,
this study helps to demonstrate the potentialcessing stress more precisely, reducing the

variability in estimates of organizational impact of scalar thresholds on the structure
of human social organization and shouldregularities and thereby increasing the ex-

planatory power of the predicted organiza- highlight the potential benefits to be gained
by systematically incorporating this factortional thresholds (particularly for individual

cases). into models of social change.
The model developed here is based onThis attempt at calibration draws on the

rich and detailed ethnographic record of the ethnographic data from the fissioning of the
Hopi village of Oraibi in 1906, which I inter-American Southwest, from which data on

two important aspects of small- to midsized pret as a case study of a settlement that split
as a result of conditions of ‘‘high scalarsedentary group organization can be col-

lected with accuracy. First, ethnographic stress’’ (Johnson 1982) or a situation in
which the social organization of a groupdata provide counts of the number and size

of interacting social units in a group based could not accommodate the exchange of in-
formation necessary for its members to re-on observation of the actual social units, re-

ducing the distortion inherent in archaeo- main integrated as a single co-residential
group. Working from ethnographic data onlogical estimates of these parameters. Sec-

ond, the use of ethnographic data helps to the number and size of Oraibi’s primary de-
cision-making units at the time of the fissionavoid the teleological product of using ex-

pected archaeological correlates of high (households, clans, phratries, and ceremo-
nial societies), a model is constructed thatcommunication stress to identify an instance

of such stress in the archaeological record. predicts transition points in the social orga-
nization of settlements composed of theseIn other words, the ethnographic record pro-

vides behavioral data on disputes, factional- basic decision-making units but of varying
population sizes. That is, the model allowsism, etc., indicating information processing

strain that can be independently compared the total maximum population size of a com-
munity to be predicted given knowledge ofto data on the number and size of interacting

social units at a settlement. its largest decision-making unit; conversely,
the size of the largest decision-making unitThese benefits not withstanding, reliance

on ethnographic data in this type of model present in a settlement may be predicted,
given knowledge of the settlement’s popula-can also be criticized for implied assump-
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374 WESLEY BERNARDINI

tion size. The predicted thresholds are then It should be emphasized that the organi-
zational constraints identified in this papertested on archaeological data from the Ana-

sazi region of the American Southwest to pertain explicitly to co-residential groups.
Within the boundaries of one site, somedetermine: (1) whether knowledge of total

site size accurately predicts the size of deci- form of daily interaction, communication,
and information exchange is guaranteed be-sion-making groups at a site and (2) whether

knowledge of the size of the largest decision- tween its members. The site itself is a clear
and undeniable expression of the commu-making group at a site enables the maximum

size of that site to be predicted (in other nity that its members form; a community
whose interaction and interdependence ne-words, a threshold, or transition point, in

social organization). cessitates the kind of group-level decision
making that can generate information pro-Based on a positive correlation between

observed and predicted thresholds of orga- cessing stress. However, interaction between
spatially separate decision makers cannot benization in the sites considered, I argue that

future research into the behaviors through assumed and the demonstration of this in-
teraction through archaeological data can bewhich decision-making status and identity

are negotiated and communicated (e.g., sty- problematic. The mechanics of (re-)con-
structing inter-site decision-making systemslistic communication, exchange, conflict) is

best directed to these ‘‘hot spots’’ of social (e.g., dispersed communities) do not neces-
sarily follow the structure outlined below.activity. These threshold points should be

fruitful periods for research, since it is at
these points that the impact of a cross-cul- INFORMATION FLOW
turally universal process (scalar communi-
cations stress buildup) is negotiated on the Communication between individuals can

be conceptualized as a flow of information.ground by the individual members of a par-
ticular group. The ferment of differentially People exchange information on a number

of different levels in daily interactionmotivated actors within group during these
periods may stimulate many of the behav- through language, gesture, clothing, and

other material symbols. An individual oper-iors that are of anthropological interest to-
day. It is not unlikely that an aspiring indi- ates as an information source, with the po-

tential to broadcast information to and re-vidual, for example, might take advantage
of one of these liminal social stages and at- ceive information from every person with

whom they have contact. If every individualtempt to advance his or her own position
in the course of group reorganization (e.g., member of a group acts as both an informa-

tion source and a decision maker, then infor-Aldenderfer 1993; Johnson 1982; Spencer
1993). The model thus provides a basis for mation must be exchanged between all

members of the group for a consensualsystematically evaluating the effects of
change in one component of human behav- group decision to be reached. However, a

number of studies from social psychologyior (information processing stress) against
other archaeologically observable dimen- and sociology have suggested that there are

constraints on the human ability to processsions of behavior. Though derived from the
unique resource of Southwestern ethno- information (Meier 1972; Miller 1956; Udy

1959). The results of these studies suggestgraphic data, the conclusions drawn here
should contribute to a cross-culturally rele- that in a situation where every member of a

group functions as both an informationvant understanding of processes of social
change and the emergence of specialized de- source and a decision maker, the maximum

information processing workload for an in-cision-making in small- to midsized seden-
tary groups. dividual is exceeded at group sizes of
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375TRANSITIONS IN SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

greater than about six people. That is, for above provides compelling support for the
hypothesis that scalar stress, as opposed toconsensual group decisions, each person can

maximally consider the views of about five another factor (such as the environment),
constrains the number of interacting socialother people, plus his own, to arrive at a

choice. This information constraint should units in human groups.
As noted above, the actual level at whichtherefore affect both the ease and quality of

decision making in groups with large num- the detrimental effects of high scalar stress
will be experienced by any particular co-res-bers of decision makers. In fact, behavioral

studies have noted that groups of greater idential group can vary around the mean of
six. The factors that account for variation inthan six people, in which all members are

equal decision makers, are characterized by the particular level at which the detrimental
effects of scalar stress become critical fordecreasing consensus, member satisfaction,

and decision-making performance (Bass and group cohesion may be subsumed under the
heading ‘‘context of decision making.’’ TheNorten 1951; Gibb 1951).

The necessary level of information ex- communication problems of small groups,
for example, differ from those of largechange in decision-making groups is there-

fore measured by the number of decision groups, whose large size produces problems
such as the distortion of information as itmakers in the group. The number of one-to-

one interactions that must take place for passes through multiple tiers of decision
makers (Williamson 1971) or difficulties ineach decision maker to exchange informa-

tion with every other decision maker in a communicating with geographically dis-
perse units of the group (Mileti et al. 1982)group of n people may be expressed mathe-

matically by the formula (n2 0 n)/2 and is (see Bernardini 1996a for a more detailed
consideration of these issues). The context oftermed the scalar stress value of the group

(Johnson 1982:394). Groups that keep the decision making in small groups may have
more to do with the types of decisions beingnumber of decision makers below approxi-

mately six will experience an ‘‘acceptable’’ made by the group, including but not lim-
ited to decisions about group location, coop-level of scalar stress. Conversely, groups

with more than about six decision makers erative aspects of subsistence such as land
tenure, social sanctioning of deviant individ-will experience a condition of ‘‘high’’ scalar

stress associated with degraded group deci- uals, and defense or external aggression
(Boehm 1993). An acceptable level of scalarsion-making ability and performance, indi-

cated by disputes, factionalism, and longer stress may also be in part a culturally medi-
ated variable, so that different populationsdecision-making times.

The impact of these scalar constraints on might experience the pressures of high sca-
lar stress slightly above or below the notedgroup structure has been demonstrated to

affect mean camp size (measured in the mean level (Johnson 1978).
number of households) in a sample of 19
ethnographically recorded nomad aggrega- Using Scalar Stress to Predict Points of
tions (herding camps) by Johnson (1983). Transition in Social Organization
Despite varying environmental conditions
(with groups from Nigeria to Afghanistan) A group can alleviate increased communi-

cations stress by limiting the number of deci-and variable household sizes (ranging from
5–8.26 individuals), the average (mean of sion makers that it contains. As population

growth (generated for whatever reason) ex-means) camp size was found to be 5.64
households. The fact that this mean is very ceeds a critical stress threshold, (i.e., in-

creases the number of decision makers pastclose to the average scalar threshold of 6 ob-
served in the small group studies discussed about six), the number of decision makers
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FIG. 1. Sequential decision-making hierarchy.

may be reduced by one of three basic means: ing unit) reduces the number of decision
(1) the development of a consensual, ‘‘se- makers by subsuming several smaller units
quential’’ decision-making hierarchy, (2) the (e.g., nuclear families) into fewer, larger
development of a ‘‘simultaneous’’ decision- units (e.g., extended families). In such a hy-
making hierarchy, or (3) fissioning of the pothetical situation, one individual from
group (Johnson 1978, 1982, 1983). each extended family would then represent

The development of a sequential decision- this social unit in group-level discussions,
making hierarchy involves the formation of instead of one individual from each nuclear
nested groups of decision makers, who pool household. As delegates of the most inclu-
information and opinions at one level before sive social units, these individuals would
passing this decision to a more inclusive so- convene to make decisions on behalf of the
cial group (Fig. 1). The heads of these larger group as a whole. This process necessitates
social units, though they may operate as spe- a reduction in the autonomy of smaller units
cialized decision-makers in particular con- at the expense of streamlined communica-
texts, generally do not transfer this status tion at a larger scale. The scalar stress value
to other aspects of group life, and different of a group with this type of decision making
specialized decision makers may emerge in is calculated from the number of the largest,
different contexts.1,* This form of organiza- or most inclusive social units (those that in-
tion reduces the number of decision makers teract in group-level decisions).
by expanding the size of the basal decision- The development of a simultaneous deci-
making unit. The expansion of basal unit sion-making hierarchy also produces a sys-
size (e.g., a switch from the nuclear to the tem in which each individual no longer has
extended family as the basic decision-mak- the responsibility of performing all duties

relating to information processing and deci-
* See notes section at end of paper for all footnotes. sion making. This hierarchical form of social
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377TRANSITIONS IN SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

FIG. 2. Simultaneous decision-making hierarchy.

organization reduces scalar stress by desig- The development of sequential or simulta-
neous hierarchies as alternate paths to re-nating specialized information processors

who represent a number of related, re- ducing scalar stress are governed by the
same cognitive constraints, so that scale-basedcruited, coerced, and/or subordinated indi-

viduals in the decision-making arena (Fig. transition points in the social organizations
of both types of groups should occur with2). The primary distinction between simulta-

neous and sequential hierarchies is that in equal regularity. These alternate organiza-
tional strategies are schematically repre-simultaneous hierarchies, specialized deci-

sion makers generally apply their differen- sented in Fig. 1 and 2. In both strategies, four
households of six members each are orga-tial status to many aspects of group life, a

situation which often translates into open nized into multiple-household groups.
Though the organizational structure of thesocial inequality (Johnson 1982). The scalar

stress value of a group with this type of deci- two strategies is parallel, the actual mechan-
ics of decision making can be seen to differsion making is calculated from the number

of second-tier decision makers controlled by greatly. One significant difference between
the two strategies is that, although scale-the highest-level decision maker in the hier-

archy (known as the ‘‘span of control’’). As based transition points may occur with
equal regularity in the two types of organi-was the case in sequential hierarchies, as

specialized decision makers represent in- zations, the degree to which episodes of so-
cial reorganization correlate with scalarcreasing numbers of people, the autonomy

of lower levels is reduced. Thus, in both si- thresholds may vary with the degree to
which social inequality is institutionalizedmultaneous and sequential hierarchies, as

group size increases there should be an in- in a society. That is, since nonhierarchical
groups have been argued to be governed bycreased emphasis on larger, or higher-level,

decision-making units and a corresponding a sophisticated web of egalitarian checking
mechanisms (Boehm 1993), there may not bedeemphasis on smaller, or lower-level, deci-

sion-making units. The increased emphasis many social ‘‘cracks’’ available for aspiring
leaders or aggrandizers (Clark and Blakeon larger decision-making units at the ex-

pense of smaller ones should be expressed 1994) to exploit. As a result, scalar thresh-
olds, as times of necessary social change, pro-materially, for example in the presence or

absence of architectural correlates for these vide important windows of opportunity for
would-be leaders of nonhierarchical groupssocial groups (see below).
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to manipulate times of social reorganization tween specialized and nonspecialized
group decision makers, and nonspecializedto improve their position in society (Bernar-

dini 1996b; see also Aldenderfer’s [1993] group members may express their dissatis-
faction with their representation in groupmodel of ritual change). Groups with more

explicit or institutionalized hierarchy, in affairs by ‘‘voting with their feet.’’ How-
ever, the number of specialized decisioncontrast, have already (by definition) broken

the initial barrier to social inequality, so that making units cannot be increased indefi-
nitely, since the cognitive constraints of thesubsequent changes in social organization

may not be so dependent on the opportuni- individual specialized representatives of
these groups make it increasingly difficultties for social change provided by scalar

thresholds. Once barriers to inequality begin for them to interact with a growing number
of colleagues (Williamson 1971; March andto be explicitly broken down, subsequent

episodes of organizational change in socie- Simon 1958). It is at these threshold points
at which scalar-motivated fissions occur.ties with institutionalized hierarchy may not

correspond as closely to scalar thresholds. It is clear that the social organization pres-
ent at the time of a fission event representsIn contrast to these first two strategies for

reducing the number of decision makers in the crystallization of a scalar threshold: at
the point of fissioning, the number of thea group, the occurrence of a fission event sig-

nals that a group has reached an organiza- most inclusive decision-making units ex-
ceeds the level at which a necessary leveltional stress threshold and is unable or un-

willing to reorganize in order to maintain its of group communication can be maintained.
Johnson (1982:396–404) has demonstratedsocial organization at a lower scalar stress

level. At this point, the community can no the predictive power that can be generated
from this type of situation using data on dis-longer function as a single political unit; in-

stead, scalar stress is reduced by dividing pute frequencies in !Kung camps recorded
by Lee (1979). Johnson interpreted the highthe group into two or more smaller compo-

nents, the size of each of which is more ap- frequency of disputes observed in !Kung ex-
tended family camps (where the extendedpropriate for the existing form of social orga-

nization.2 The interpretation of a fission family was the basic social unit) as evidence
of degraded decision-making performanceevent as a response to a critical scalar stress

threshold provides a unique opportunity to and thus as a proxy measure of high scalar
stress. Given that the average frequency ofinvestigate the social organization of a

group. The scalar stress that motivates a fis- 11 extended families per camp was high
enough to generate scalar stress in thosesion event is ultimately generated from the

number of the largest, or most inclusive, camps, Johnson then asked how large camps
might be in the absence of extended familydecision-making unit present within the

group (the units that must interact on a units (i.e., camps with only nuclear house-
holds). Assuming that interaction betweenface-to-face basis to produce group-level

decisions). Each of these units represent a nuclear households would generate scalar
stress at the same rate as interaction betweennumber of nonspecialized group members

in the decision-making arena. As the total extended family households, Johnson pre-
dicted the maximum size of householdpopulation of a group increases, so must

the number of these most inclusive deci- camps in the following manner. The ob-
served frequency of 11 extended families persion-making units; without a correspond-

ing increase in the number of these special- camp required (112 0 11)/2, or 55, face-to-
face interactions for each extended familyized decision making units, each group

must grow larger. Continued growth of unit to communicate with every other fam-
ily. Interactions between as many as eleventhese groups will strain the interface be-
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nuclear families may be sustained without present at the time of the split will be used
as a baseline for predicting scalar thresholdsexceeding this scalar threshold of 55 interac-

tions observed at the extended family in smaller pueblos (i.e., pueblos with
smaller, or less inclusive, social units thancamps. At an average size of 4 adults per

nuclear family, the maximum size of nuclear Oraibi).
The two factions involved in the Oraibifamily camps should therefore be about 40

adults. This predicted value was found to split were the ‘‘Friendlies’’ (or ‘‘Progres-
sives’’), and the ‘‘Hostiles’’ (or ‘‘Conserva-correspond closely with the population level

at which nuclear family-level organization tives’’). The names, given by observers of
the day, refer to the position of the factionsis replaced by extended family organization

(about 35 adults)—a shift to a larger, more on the issue of U.S. government involve-
ment in Hopi affairs. The split occurred oninclusive decision-making unit. Importantly,

the frequencies of smaller social units pres- September 6–7, 1906, when the Friendlies
expelled the Hostiles, who made up roughlyent at the extended family camps, such as

nuclear families or adults, were poorer esti- half of the population of Oraibi, from the
village. The Hostiles settled in a number ofmates of maximum household-camp size,

since they were only components of the op- splinter villages near Oraibi, and in the years
following the split the population remainingerative, larger extended family decision-

making units. This example demonstrates at Oraibi dwindled. By 1911, what had been
the largest Hopi village contained less thanthat organizational stress is best measured

in terms of the number of largest, or most a quarter of the people that it did five years
earlier (Rushforth and Upham 1992:129).inclusive, decision-making units. As the

highest tier of specialized decision makers, A number of factors have been advanced
to account for the Oraibi split, which has beenthe representatives of these units ultimately

bear the responsibility of making group- called ‘‘the most celebrated example of village
factionalism in the Southwest’’ (Cameronlevel decisions, and it is the face-to-face in-

teraction between them that best measures 1991:106). Although the rhetoric of the fac-
tional dispute involved the issue of how thescalar stress.

Thus, from a ‘‘high’’ scalar stress situation Hopi should respond to U.S. policies (Titiev
1944), evidence for political and power strug-it is possible to derive organizational thresh-

olds at which similarly high levels of scalar gles in the village can be found before govern-
ment issues arose (Levy 1992). Contemporarystress would be reached by different sizes of

decision-making units. In this manner, the observers of the 1906 split posited the exis-
tence of underlying causes: ‘‘It is believed bysize and organizational structure of a range

of social groups can be predicted from social not a few persons who know these Indians
well, that their division grew wholly out ofdata from a single settlement.
the internal political dissentions of the tribe’’
(Leupp 1907:118, cited in Whiteley 1988:265).THE ORAIBI SPLIT
Bradfield (1971) proposed that strain resulting
from environmental degradation (arroyo cut-The well-recorded fissioning of the Hopi

village of Oraibi in 1906 will be used to con- ting) motivated the development of factions
competing for land, but later found that sig-duct an investigation of social organization

in the American Southwest parallel to that nificant degradation did not occur until after
the split. Whiteley (1988) has portrayed theoutlined by Johnson for the !Kung. Interpre-

ting the split of the Pueblo of Oraibi to repre- Oraibi split as the fulfillment of an ancient
prophecy, though failure to convincinglysent a critical scalar threshold that was re-

solved through group fission, ethnographic demonstrate existence of such a prophecy
prior to the split and the third-hand nature ofdata on the size and number of social units
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the information used (an account of his con- over the appropriate response to U.S. poli-
cies regarding the Hopi. While it is now clearsultants’ accounts of 1906 Oraibi leaders’ ac-

counts of their motivations in destroying the that explanations of the Oraibi split must be
multicausal, in light of this last point thepueblo [Rushforth and Upham 1992:140])

weakens his argument. Levy has presented an failure of Oraibi’s population to achieve a
consensus in the decision-making processargument that the Oraibi split was a ‘‘revolt

of the landless’’ (1992:9) under conditions of could be indicative of a situation of high sca-
lar stress that was only resolved through fis-population and resource stress. However,

Whiteley (1988:150) notes that many of the sioning.
families that left Oraibi as a result of the split
(supposedly those dissatisfied with their eco- Decision-Making Units at Oraibi
nomic conditions) ‘‘continued to cultivate in
the areas of the main Oraibi Valley and else- The initial stage of constructing a pre-

dictive model from the Oraibi fission in-where which they had farmed prior to the
split,’’ making it unlikely that land was the volves determining the types and frequen-

cies of decision-making units present atsole or even primary motivating factor behind
the split. Oraibi at the time of the split and the scalar

stress level of this social arrangement. TheAlthough poor environmental conditions,
land shortages, and interference by the U.S. polarization of the population during the

split should have forced the membershipgovernment are all likely to have contrib-
uted to the strain on the economic and social in social groups to be more clearly defined,

with each social unit being confrontedbase Oraibi at the turn of the century, none
of these factors alone are satisfactory as with the binary identity choice of ‘‘us’’ or

‘‘them.’’ Levy’s (1992) analysis of the splitcausal explanations. Two nearby Hopi vil-
lages on First and Second Mesa experienced does in fact indicate that a number of sup-

posed ‘‘integrating’’ mechanisms, such assimilar enculturative and environmental
conditions at the turn of the century, yet nei- rules of exogamy, were violated to facili-

tate the polarization of social units alongther fissioned as Oraibi did. In this light, it
is possible that the large population size of the lines of the split. In this sense, an exam-

ination of the lines along which the pueblothe pueblo (almost 40% larger than any
other contemporaneous Hopi village) could split should provide insight into the im-

portant social units that constituted Ora-have played a factor in generating the type
of scalar communications stress discussed ibi’s decision-making hierarchy at the time

of the fissioning. The most important taskabove. There was an estimated 30% popula-
tion increase at Oraibi between 1872 and is to identify the most-inclusive decision-

making unit operative at Oraibi during the1900 (Levy 1992:113, Table 6.8), including
the addition of 9 new clans into the existing time of the split. According to the informa-

tion theory model developed above, scalarclan–phratry structure (Titiev 1944:55), with
no other evidence for reorganization of the stress is generated and measured by the

interaction of these decision-making units.existing social organization to better accom-
modate information flow within this larger Levy’s (1992) detailed examination of the

Oraibi split provides important insightsgroup. An additional group of 30 migrants
from nearby Second Mesa also settled in Or- into the relationships between these social

units, and much of the following discus-aibi in 1904 (Titiev 1944:83–84).
Given the evidence for population in- sion is based on his study.

In his ethnography of Oraibi, Titiev de-crease, it is significant that some or all of the
factors listed above ultimately manifested scribed the Hopi as ‘‘divided into a number

of comparatively small unilateral exoga-themselves in the factional disagreement
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mous groups which, in turn, are grouped addition to corn. Although cotton produc-
tion was limited at the turn of the century,into larger exogamic divisions’’ (1944:44). Ti-

tiev recorded four primary types of these differential access to this ideologically
charged resource in prehistory could havedecision-making units above the adult at

Oraibi at the time of the split, representing been highly significant (Riley 1987; Galle
1995). Brandt (1978, 1981, 1985) has alsodifferent levels of Oraibi’s decision-making

hierarchy: the household, lineage, clan, and demonstrated the nontrivial, even oppres-
sive, level of social control that can be ex-phratry. In simplified form, each larger deci-

sion-making unit may be conceived of as be- erted through control of ritual or knowl-
edge-based power in modern pueblos. Levying composed of smaller social units, so that

a household is composed of a number of (1992) created a system of clan ranks ac-
cording to the variables of landholdings andadults, a lineage is composed of a number

of households, a clan is composed of a num- ceremonial control and found that in fact
there was considerable disparity in the own-ber of lineages, and a phratry is composed

of a number of clans. However, the eco- ership of both land and ceremonies among
turn of the century Oraibi clans. Noting anomic and ritual relationships between Hopi

social groups must be considered in some strong positive correlation between these
two variables, he combined them into a syn-detail for a complete understanding of Hopi

social organization. thetic rank for each clan (see Levy 1992, Ta-
ble 3.1, p. 41).Levy (1992) identifies the clan and phratry

as focal points around which important ne- Oraibi clans are exogamous social units
whose members are connected through fic-gotiation, for social position within Hopi

pueblos occur. The importance of these two tive kinship. Clans can consist of only a sin-
gle household, but are more often composedsocial groups stems from their function as

the mechanisms through which inheritance of a single matrilineage. A matrilineage may
be broken down into two levels of subunits:of two critical resources, ceremonies and

land, are reckoned. The distribution of ritual lineages, which serve as the vehicle through
which property and ceremonies are trans-and economic resources within a village has

important implications for the degree to mitted within the matrilineage; and house-
holds (components of lineages), which arewhich clan and phratry social units might

act as cooperative decision-making bodies. the basic productive unit (Levy 1992). The
matrilineage is headed by the clan motherHopi mythology and practice suggest a dif-

ferential ranking among clans along the lines (the head of the ‘‘prime’’ lineage), who con-
trols the clan’s land and ceremonial para-of landholdings and control of ceremonies.

According to Oraibi mythology, the social phernalia. One of the brothers of the clan
mother usually serves as the priest of theposition of each clan in the village was deter-

mined by the order of its arrival and the ceremony controlled by that clan. The sisters
of the clan mother head ‘‘alternate’’ lineages,ceremonial possessions it brought with it

(Eggan 1966:125), so that the earliest arrivals and the daughters of these alternate lineage
heads become members of a ‘‘marginal’’ lin-received the best lands and contributed the

best ceremonies. Although the members of eage (Levy 1992).
There is some controversy over whethersuch high-ranking clans are not visibly more

wealthy than members of low-ranking clans, the lineage or the clan is the more important
Hopi social unit. Eggan (1950) interprets thetheir differential status does translate into

other types of social and economic power. lineage as the primary corporate action
group, but because Hopi lineages consist ofFor example, the well-watered fields of high-

ranking clans may have, among other non-coresidential kin they are often difficult
to define in ethnographic contexts, prompt-things, enabled them to produce cotton in
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ing Titiev to call them ‘‘the vaguest of Hopi tively coherent social units—in 23 out of 28
cases (82%), at least two-thirds of a clan’sdivisions’’ (1944:58). Whiteley (1988:49) sec-

onds this interpretation, arguing that the lin- members sided with a particular faction.
Clans are also likely to contain a secondeage is ‘‘best regarded as an anthropological

model rather than a full reflection of the em- economic motivate for integration, since
their size corresponds closely to the ‘‘re-pirical situation.’’ In this analysis I follow

Titiev and Whiteley in interpreting the lin- stricted sharing group’’ modeled by Heg-
mon 1991 as the optimal sharing strategy foreage as an important mechanism of inheri-

tance, but the clan as the primary cognized agricultural groups in variable environ-
ments. Hegmon’s simulation suggests that aunit. Further, although the concept of ‘‘lin-

eage’’ will be used to discuss the internal form of restricted sharing between house-
holds increases the long-term chances ofworkings of a clan, the empirical focus will

be on households as the productive subunits household survival over pooled sharing
strategies. Household survival rates increaseof a clan, rather than lineage segments (fol-

lowing Titiev (1944) but contra Levy as the number of sharing households in-
creases to about four, but little change occurs(1992:47–53).3

The differential ranking of lineages within with further increases in the number of
households (Hegmon 1991:319). Thus, therethe matrilineage of a clan determines the in-

heritance of ‘‘rights, duties, land and cere- do seem to have been several bases for col-
lective decision making by clans (at leastmonial knowledge,’’ with transmission gen-

erally following social proximity to the clan within their upper strata), though a com-
plete understanding of the decision-makingmother (Eggan 1950:109). Given this crite-

rion, the importance of lineage position to position of clans at Oraibi requires a consid-
eration of their position relative to twoclan members can be seen to vary both with

the quality of the land and ceremonies larger, more inclusive social units, the phra-
try and ceremonial society.owned by the clan (its rank) and with the

status of a lineage within it. Lineage position Hopi clans are grouped into phratries, av-
eraging three clans per phratry at the turnis critical to the prime and alternate lineages

of high- and middle-ranking clans, since of the century. Phratry members are clans
that are believed to have become ‘‘partners’’these lineages stand to inherit considerable

ceremonial and economic resources. These during their wanderings following their
emergence from the underworld. Much likelineages have a vested interest in the sur-

vival of the clan, and this interest could be the lineages of a clan, Levy (1992:54) found
that generally, one clan in each phratry wasa basis for cooperative action between them.

In contrast, lineage position is relatively un- of preeminent rank (i.e., in control of valued
ceremonial and land resources). The phratryimportant to all lineages of low-ranking

clans, since there are neither lands nor cere- is the largest exogamic unit at Oraibi, but
is unnamed and was not thought by Hopimonies to be inherited. This seems to accu-

rately describe the situation that obtained in ethnographers to have any economic or po-
litical duties (Eggan 1950). The importancethe Oraibi split, with the (land controlling)

women of prime and alternate lineages tend- of the phratry lies in the transmission of the
control of ceremonies, with ‘‘partner’’ clansing to align themselves in opposition to the

women of marginal lineages (Levy 1992). assuming the ceremonial duties of shrinking
or recently extinct clans. Often this transitionSince all but the highest-ranking clans con-

tained a marginal component, clans there- is not a smooth one, with partner clans
struggling for control of an available cere-fore did not act as completely homogenous

decision-making units during the split. Nev- mony (Levy 1992:55). If the assumption of
ceremonial duties from defunct clans byertheless, many clans still operated as rela-
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phratry partners is an important strategy of eties was drawn from the phratry of the
controlling clan. Thus, the sodalities seemincreasing a clan’s ceremonial status, then

the phratry may exhibit some cooperative to have functioned as important decision-
making units during the split, serving as aaspects of decision making in much the same

way as seen in the lineages of a clan. That vehicle though which factional alliance
was consolidated.is, phratry partners might act collectively to

preserve the integrity and status of the phra- A final decision-making component of
Oraibi social organization consists of thetry, if only to maintain access to the re-

sources controlled by their fellow partners. members of the ‘‘Chief’s Talk.’’ These
members, led by the head of the rulingSupport for the suggestion that phratries

acted as collective units or had collective in- Bear clan and including the heads of the
five or six most ceremonially prestigiousterests which were an incentive for coopera-

tive behavior comes from the fact that Titiev clans, met annually to discuss village mat-
ters. However, the administrative powerwas able to determine phratry membership

more clearly than clan membership in his of all but two were limited primarily to
their own clans (Titiev 1944:60), and thecensus of Oraibi (1944:53).

Clans also figure prominently in the infrequent nature of their meetings does
not suggest that the council was a strongcomposition of ceremonial societies, which

share with the phratry the position of be- governing force in the daily workings of
the pueblo. Although several individualing the largest, or most inclusive, social

unit quantified by Titiev at the time of the members of the Chief’s Talk were im-
portant players in the factional dispute, thesplit. Although the societies are controlled

by a single clan (sometimes two), in theory Chief’s Talk group does not appear to have
acted as a coherent decision-making forcethe ceremonial societies are classic cross-

cutting social groups that, because they during the split.
This necessarily brief summary of the re-draw membership from across the clan–

phratry system, provide important hori- lationships of Oraibi social units has sug-
gested that the ceremonial society and thezontal integration to Hopi communities. In

fact, however, the membership of ceremo- phratry are most likely to have operated
as the ‘‘most inclusive decision-makingnial societies and phratries overlapped

considerably, so that at Oraibi ‘‘the major- units’’ at the time of the split. The member-
ship of these two groups seem to haveity of members in each society were drawn

from its controlling clan or from related overlapped considerably by the time of the
split, and some combination of these twoclans within the phratry’’ (Levy 1992:9).

Further, the development of factions at social units is thus the best approximation
of the highest level of Oraibi’s decision-Oraibi caused men to withdraw from soci-

eties controlled by clans of opposing fac- making hierarchy. These two groups oc-
curred with roughly equal frequency attions, so that ‘‘the ritual sodalities [ceremo-

nial societies] themselves became factional nu- Oraibi (9 phratries and 10 ceremonial soci-
eties), although the phratry is the larger ofclei ’’ (Whiteley 1988:71, cited in Levy

1992:101, italics added). Although the exis- the two social units. Given the phratry’s
larger size, the motivation for at least sometence of marginal lineages within most

Hopi social units prevented these units of the partner clans in phratries to cooper-
ate with each other, the existence of a pre-from acting in complete unity during the

split, in 6 out of 10 active ceremonial socie- eminent clan within most phratries, and
the fact that this clan also controls the cere-ties roughly two-thirds of the men sided

with the same faction, and the plurality of monial society to which many phratry
members belong (around which the fac-members in 7 out of the 10 ceremonial soci-
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ated by using the size of average Oraibi
households (4 adults), clans (19 adults), and
phratries (63 adults) to calculate the fre-
quency of these units in villages of variable
sizes (e.g., a village of 10 adults, 25 adults,
50 adults, etc.). The increase in scalar stress
for each unit was then calculated using theFIG. 3. Size and frequency of decision-making units

at Oraibi in 1906. (n2 0 n)/2 formula and plotted against vil-
lage size as measured by the number of
adults in the population. The intersection of
these individual curves with the horizontaltional nuclei developed), the phratry may
line representing the critical scalar stressbest represent the largest potential deci-
threshold identifies the points at which or-sion-making unit at Oraibi. In simplified
ganizational transformations should occur.form, it was the interaction between repre-
Organizational transformations can be seensentatives of these decision-making units
to produce a marked reduction in the num-that best measures the scalar stress of Ora-
ber of interactions between decision makersibi at the time of the split.
in a village. For example, a village of 40
adults, in which every person was an equalCalculation of Scalar Stress for Oraibi at the
participant in the decision-making process,Time of the Split
would require 780 interactions for all deci-
sion makers to interact with each other.Figure 3 presents the mean size and fre-

quency of decision-making units at Oraibi at However, if this same village of 40 adults
were organized into households of fourthe time of the split. Because most societies,

including the modern Hopi, ascribe most of adults each, in which one person from each
household interacted only with other house-the power to make political decisions to

adults, the size of decision-making units will hold representatives to reach village-level
decisions, only 45 interactions would be re-be measured by the number of adult mem-

bers.4 The formula (n2 0 n)/2 mathemati- quired for all decision makers to interact
with each other. Note that the x-axis is plot-cally expresses the number of one-to-one in-

teractions that must take place for each deci- ted on a logarithmic scale, which has the
effect of steepening the slopes of the largersion maker to exchange information with

every other decision maker in a group of n social unit curves.
The methodology used to construct thispeople; nine phratries were in existence at

the time of the split, so the scalar stress value graph requires the assumption that the inter-
action between different types of decision-for Oraibi at the time of the split was (92 0

9)/2 Å 36. making units (e.g., phratries, clans, house-
holds) generates scalar stress at the sameTo predict transition points for sites with

smaller most-inclusive social units (namely rate, though Johnson’s case study (1982, see
above) suggests that this is not unreason-clans, households, or adults), a graph of

population vs scalar stress at Oraibi (Fig. 4) able. Further, it requires the assumption that
during social reorganization, groups willwas generated in which the scalar stress

curves for adult-, household-, clan-, and use existing social units as building blocks
to construct more complex forms. This as-phratry-level decision-making units have

been plotted.5 To generate this graph, the sumption is consistent with the evolutionary
principle known as ‘‘Romer’s Rule,’’ whichcritical scalar stress value of 36 for Oraibi

was first plotted (as a horizontal dashed line proposes that ‘‘the initial effect of an evolu-
tionary change is conservative in that itin Fig. 2). The rest of the graph was gener-
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FIG. 4. Population vs scalar stress at Oraibi.

makes it possible for a previously existing communities whose total adult populations
fall between the boundaries of two criticalway of life to persist in the face of changed

conditions’’ (Rappaport 1979:229–230). thresholds. Specifically, settlements are ex-
pected to fall into the following ranges andThe graph predicts four transition points

for a decision-making hierarchy structured feature the following decision-making units
as the largest units of social organizationby adult-, household-, clan-, and phratry-

level decision-making units at population within their decision-making hierarchies:
sizes of roughly 9, 36, 170, and 570 adults.

Adult-level sites: 1–9 adults without any
These values represent the maximum num-

higher level of decision-making unit than
ber of people capable of being organized by

the adult (defined as any individual over 18
different levels of decision-making hierar-

years of age, or 66% of the estimated popula-
chies, equivalent to the total population of

tion based on Hopi ethnographic data1).
nine of the most inclusive decision-making

Household-level sites: 10–36 adults without
units present in the co-residential group:

any higher level of decision-making unit
than the household (defined as an interacting• 9 adult decision-making units Å total

adult population of 9 group of adults).
Clan-level sites: 37–170 adults without any• 9 household decision-making units of 4

adults each Å total adult population of 36 higher level of decision-making unit than
the clan (defined as an interacting group of• 9 clan decision-making units of 19

adults each Å total adult population of 170 households).
Phratry level-sites: 171–570 adults without• 9 phratry decision-making units of 63

adults each Å total adult population of 570 any higher level of decision-making unit
than the phratry (defined as an interacting

Given data on population size for a number
group of clans).

of settlements whose social organizations
are composed of these decision-making I will use the labels ‘‘adult-level, household-

level, clan-level, and phratry-level’’ to de-units, we should expect to find co-residential
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scribe the organization of settlements in from its ability to highlight exceptional cases
(aspects of group organization that do notwhich this social unit (adult, household, etc.)

is the most inclusive within the decision- conform to scalar constraints) as its ability
to identify and account for modal ones.making hierarchy (in other words, the next

largest social unit below the site as a whole).
Ethnographic terms for these social groups A Special Case: Dual Divisions
have been retained for consistency with the
data from Oraibi, but these labels refer ex- A dual division form of social organiza-
clusively to the size and composition of so- tion provides an interesting alternative to
cial units rather than their function. Only the the unilinear construction of a decision-mak-
tendency for prehistoric and historic South- ing hierarchy discussed above. The creation
western groups to develop decision-making of two parallel decision-making hierarchies
hierarchies with numerically similar social within the same settlement effectively dou-
building blocks is being tested here; infer- bles the critical points of transition in social
ences about the nature of these social units organization for the site as a whole. Al-
are not logically produced from this model though I did not collect the data necessary
(though the conclusions of the model may to evaluate this situation, both modern (e.g.,
be cited in support of specific interpretations Tanoan pueblos) and potential prehistoric
about component social units). (e.g., Miribal Site, Kluckholn Site, Archaeo-

Behavioral studies of small group interac- tekopa II, Pueblo Bonito) examples of dual
tion shed light on the specific distribution of division organization exist in the Southwest
sites within the ranges listed above. A study and could be utilized for such a comparison.
by Ziller (1957) noted that as group size in- Significantly, these potential prehistoric
creased from two to the critical threshold of dual division sites are some of the largest in
six members (decision makers), the objective the Zuni and Chaco areas, perhaps reflecting
quality of the groups’ decisions increased the higher threshold points supported by a
(cited in Cummings et al. 1974:461). The im- dual division type of organization.
plication of this study is that up to the limit
of nine units (the Oraibi threshold), the qual- APPLICATION OF THE ORAIBI
ity of decision making should increase with MODEL TO THE PREHISTORIC
the number of decision makers. This, in turn, AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
should be reflected in a higher group success
rate for these groups than those containing Ritual, Architecture, and the Use of Interactive
less than two or greater than nine units. As Structures
a result, we should expect the frequency of
sites to increase as the number of decision The calculation of scalar stress levels in

prehistoric populations requires knowledgemakers increases from two toward nine, fol-
lowed by a decline in the frequency of sites of the number and size of social units in a

population. Archaeologically, social organi-containing greater than nine units as scalar
stress rises and the critical threshold is zation is most readily inferred from architec-

tural remains. An awareness of the uniquecrossed.
One final point should be emphasized. As characteristics of both ritual and architecture

facilitates the identification of social unitsnoted by Johnson (1978:97, 98), ‘‘one of the
most interesting aspects . . . of any maximi- from architectural remains. By utilizing

these characteristics, the number and typeszation model is the implications of deviation
from maximizing assumptions.’’ In this of residential and nonresidential structures

may be used to postulate the size and naturesense, the potential insight to be gained by
applying the Oraibi model comes as much of social units in a settlement.
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Ritual possesses a number of character- size of the use group (recall that Johnson
[1982] demonstrated that basal unit sizeistics that make it a unique form of com-

munication among social groups. Rappa- tends to increase with group size). In the
context of a decision-making hierarchy inport (1979:174) has argued that ‘‘ritual is

not simply an alternative way to express which efficient information flow between
decision-making units is essential for groupcertain things, but . . . certain things can

be expressed only in ritual.’’ Religious rit- success, ritual ‘‘integrative structures’’ may
therefore play an important role in the pro-uals, because they include implicit or ex-

plicit references to the sacred (and there- cess of information exchange and decision
making (Adler 1990:39; 1990). Below, follow-fore the unquestionable), impart a degree

of sanctification to communication, in- ing Ortman (in preparation), I will employ
the term ‘‘interactive’’ in place of integrativecreasing both the likelihood that messages

will be considered truthful and that they in an attempt to avoid some of the function-
alist baggage that has become associatedwill be acted upon in a predictable and

orderly manner (Rappaport 1971:69). Fur- with this term.
These unique characteristics of ritual andther, the relative invariance of acts and ut-

terances that characterize ritual ‘‘intro- architecture ‘‘make the spatial arrangement
of structures in a settlement a mnemonic,duces significant redundancy into the in-

formation being exchanged,’’ leaving less or guide to expected social behaviors and social
groupings ’’ (Hegmon 1989:8, emphasisroom for innovation and error in commu-

nication and facilitating more effective in- added). In other words, if interactive struc-
tures are employed by the decision-makingteraction within the social context (Adler

1989:41). Ritual thus provides a context in units of a hierarchy to facilitate information
flow and decision making, then the architec-which the actions of participants are more

predictable, and certain information and tural remains of these structures may be ex-
amined as potential correlates of the deci-behavioral norms can be assumed to be

shared knowledge. By reducing, simpli- sion-making hierarchy of the group. Thus,
although not all social units may have archi-fying, and standardizing the information

that is exchanged among the participants tectural correlates, all architecture can be ex-
pected to be meaningfully related to socialof a ritual, ritual facilitates information ex-

change. Given the importance of main- units. In the following analysis of social or-
ganization in the American Southwest, ‘‘in-taining effective information channels

within even small groups of people, com- teractive ritual architecture’’ will be inter-
preted in this manner to infer different levelsmunication through ritual may therefore

be interpreted as an important method of of decision-making units from architectural
data.alleviating scalar stress.

Ritual architecture, in turn, provides a The scale of social units can therefore be
inferred by the simple method of comparingdesignated physical environment in which

ritually facilitated communication activities ratios of domestic:nondomestic architecture
using the following basic assumptions (Lipemay occur. Such structures enable and direct

a number of people to formally indicate their 1990:54): (1) the size of the structure has a
more or less regular relationship to the sizeacceptance of the canons encoded in ritual,

facilitating information flow between the of the group that used it (a reasonable as-
sumption given the results of Adler’s [1990]members of this shared experience. In an

ethnographic survey of nonhierarchical study discussed above) and (2) that spatial
propinquity can be used to infer usecommunities, Adler (1990) noted the consis-

tent presence of integrative architectural groups—in other words, that structures lo-
cated adjacent to each other are more likelyfacilities, the size of which increases with the
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to have been used by the same group than the morphology of these facilities also
clearly makes reference to ancestral pithouseare structures located far apart. The high

surface visibility of architecture in the Ana- dwellings. The larger size and more re-
stricted range of behaviors attested to insazi region of the American Southwest has

generated a rich history of research em- these great kiva structures suggests that
they served as ‘‘higher-level’’ interactiveploying this methodology, notably includ-

ing Prudden (1903), Steward (1937), Dean facilities (Adler 1989:45), facilitating inter-
action between the members of a use group(1970), and Lipe (1989). The current re-

search will focus on interpreting the social several times the size of a small kiva. Fi-
nally, plazas are open spaces enclosed byunits that were related to the three primary

classes of nondomestic, potentially ‘‘ritu- domestic architecture, and their morphol-
ogy is highly variable in terms of the size,ally interactive’’ architecture in the north-

ern Southwest: small kivas, great kivas, formality, and boundedness of the open
space. The size of plazas suggests that theyand plazas.

There is general consensus that the three- served as the locus of interaction for a
large-scale social group and, accordingly,to-four-meter-diameter circular, stone-lined,

subterranean kivas that are common in tend to be found only in large, aggregated
sites or in the midst of large, dispersedmany areas of the Southwest evolved from

the round pithouse structures that served as communities. Plazas and unroofed great
kivas are notable in that they substantiallythe primary residence for a household in

earlier periods. Recently, however, there has increase the visibility of public ceremonies,
a point that I will return to later.been considerable debate about the charac-

teristics that define a kiva and the behaviors
that are likely to have occurred in them (Lipe The Data
and Hegmon 1989; Lekson 1988; Adler 1993;
Ortman, in preparation). The general per- A sequence of architectural change from

three geographic areas will be evaluatedspective that has emerged from this discus-
sion is that both ritual and domestic activi- with respect to the expectations of the Oraibi

model, though individual areas will be usedties are likely to have occurred in small kivas
during the period of interest here (the to consider a specific level of decision mak-

ing: the Sand Canyon Locality of southwest-Pueblo III period, roughly A.D. 1150–1300).
This mixture of activities is consistent with ern Colorado provides data on adult- and

household-level sites, the Pot Creek area ofAdler’s (1989) expectations for the general-
ized use of such ‘‘low-level’’ facilities (those northwestern New Mexico provides data on

clan-level sites, and the Grasshopper area ofthat serve to integrate only a portion of a
community). The consistent spatial relation- east-central Arizona provides data on phra-

try-level sites. The sites from these threeship of small kivas with a cluster of 5–10
surface rooms during this period has led to areas represent a nonrandom selection of

case studies from each organizational tier;a second generalization that small kivas
were the locus of interaction for the mem- the architectural sequence of a single area is

not presented because no single area offeredbers of a single, or small group of, co-resi-
dential households (Lipe 1989), though vari- a well-recorded example of each organiza-

tional level. The primary criterion for the se-ability exists in the inferred size of the small-
kiva use group within the period of interest lection of sites was exposure and accurate

recording of all or most of the site’s architec-(e.g., Dean 1970).
‘‘Great kivas’’ are much larger structures ture. Although the sample of sites was

largely determined by the availability ofthan these small kivas, averaging roughly 16
meters in diameter (Adler 1989:45), though data, the sites can also be argued to share,
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at least broadly, similar ‘‘contexts of decision viduals may still participate in the decision-
making,’’ in that they are all small-scale, sed- making process within a household, but in-
entary, agricultural populations in similar teraction between households would now be
environmental conditions. conducted by a specialized decision-making

representative from each household (i.e., the
‘‘head of household’’). As in the case ofExpectations for Adult- and Household-Level

Sites adult-level sites, no more than about nine
household-level decision-making units may

For adult-level sites, the Oraibi model pre- be integrated at once, so that the number
dicts that up to nine adults can be integrated of households in a co-residential community
into a group under a form of social organiza- should be limited to nine in the absence of
tion in which the adult is the most inclusive a more inclusive decision-making unit. In
decision-making unit. Each adult may (theo- terms of architectural correlates, if the adult
retically) act as an independent decision members of each household continue to uti-
maker, interacting with all other adult group lize a kiva as an interactive structure in the
members to reach group-level decisions. manner in which it was utilized in adult-
Though these individuals are likely to be level sites (to facilitate information flow
grouped into a larger kin-based social unit within and between households),then no
such as a household, there should be no sca- more than nine of these structures should
lar-motivated groupings of adults within this be found at a single site.
unit. This does not preclude subdivisions for A sample of sites from the Pueblo III pe-
other reasons, but the Oraibi model would riod of the Sand Canyon Locality (Adler
suggest that for decision-making purposes, 1992), located in the Mesa Verde region of
up to nine adults may interact as equivalent southwestern Colorado, provides data to
decision makers without generating com- evaluate these expectations. The Sand Can-
munications strain within the group. Ac-

yon Locality is an area delimited by Crow
cordingly, if the adults of this group utilize

Canyon Archaeological Center researchersan interactive structure such as a kiva to facili-
designed to represent ‘‘a spatial unit largertate information flow and decision making
than a settlement and smaller than a region’’within a household or between households,
(Lipe 1992, following Willey and Phillipsonly one such structure should be present.
1958). The Locality experienced a process ofIn groups with more than nine adults, the
aggregation during the 12th and 13th centu-Oraibi model predicts that the adult may no
ries that culminated in the formation of twolonger function as the highest-level decision-
large, aggregated pueblos: Sand Canyonmaking unit if an acceptable level of scalar
Pueblo and Goodman Point Ruin. The sam-stress is to be maintained; decision-making
ple of sites employed in this analysis isresponsibility must be assigned to a larger
drawn from the smaller sites in the Localitysocial unit at the expense of the autonomy
that date to this period of aggregation.6of lower-level units. In the face of communi-

Population estimates for these sites werecations stress generated by the interaction
calculated using a conversion of 1.5 personsof too many individual decision makers, a
per visible surface room (following Adlerlogical step would be to convert the house-
1992) adjusted to include only adults (seehold, comprising a group of fewer than nine
discussion above and in Endnote 1). Roomintegrated adults, to the highest-level deci-
estimates were made from counts of wallssion-making unit. Whereas in adult-level
when present or in the case of rubblesites nine adults equaled nine decision mak-
mounds by estimating 10 m2 of rubble perers, in household-level sites up to nine

adults equal one decision-making unit. Indi- room. Following Hill (1970), it was assumed
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FIG. 5. Number of adults per single-kiva site in the Sand Canyon Locality.

that roughly 80% of the observed rooms at least two and up to five kivas. No house-
hold-level sites contained more than 9were occupied contemporaneously.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the distribution households (at which point the Oraibi model
predicts an unacceptably high level of scalarof the number of adults per single-kiva site

forms a fairly normal bell-shaped curve cen- stress), and no site contained more than 20
adults, a number which falls under the pre-tering around a mean of 8 adults, with a

range of 4 to 13. This mean value and distri- dicted household-level threshold of 34
adults (mean number of adults per site Åbution closely match the expectations of the

model for adult-level sites, which predicted 15). Notably, both of these values fall below
the predicted thresholds for household-levelan increase in the frequency of sites having

up to 9 adults followed by a rapid decrease sites, which suggests that factors outside of
scalar stress such as land tenure or the na-in frequency as scalar stress increased past

the adult threshold. Importantly, all of these ture of inter-village interaction were also af-
fecting group size. Here, both the limitationssites contain only one kiva; the presence of

only one interactive structure per site sug-
gests that the adult functioned as the high-
est-level decision-making unit.

Multiple-kiva nucleated aggregations of
the Sand Canyon Locality (sites consisting
of a cluster of kivas bounded by architecture;
Fig. 6) exhibit patterning consistent with the
household-level of decision making, although
the relatively small sample size precludes
robust patterning. All of these sites contain
more than 9 adults, suggesting that the divi-
sion of the population into multiple house-
hold units should have been necessary to
maintain the organizational integrity of the FIG. 6. Examples of multiple-kiva nucleated aggrega-

tions of the Sand Canyon Locality.village. Accordingly, all of the sites contain
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FIG. 7. Number of kivas and adults per site at multiple-kiva nucleated aggregations in the Sand
Canyon Locality.

and the benefits of the Oraibi model are re- why it happened and why it happened
when it did.vealed—although scalar factors cannot ex-

plain all deviations from expectation, a sca- In the mid-1200’s A.D., the small adult-
and household-level sites of the Sand Can-lar model can highlight the situations in

which the operation of additional variables yon Locality were largely abandoned,
roughly contemporaneous with the con-is likely. Other researchers working in the

Southwest and Mesoamerica (Prudden 1903; struction of two large (ca. 400-room, 90-kiva)
pueblos, Sand Canyon Pueblo and Good-F. Plog 1974:96; Marcus 1976:89, cited in S.

Plog 1990:186) have also identified a re- man Point Ruin. Sand Canyon Pueblo has
been intensively recorded and excavated,stricted size range of household-level sites

of not more than 10–12 households per site, while less is known about Goodman Point
Ruin. Sand Canyon Pueblo is relatively shortsuggesting a broader distribution of this pat-

tern. lived, with few construction dates after A.D.
1270, and abandonment likely in the 1280’sA strong positive correlation between the

number of adults per site and the number (Bradley 1992). Although two irregular pla-
zas and a great kiva signal the potential exis-of kivas per site is observed on the multi-

kiva nucleated aggregations of the Sand tence of supra-household social units at the
village, the plethora of small kivas dispersedCanyon Locality (r Å .88, p Å .045; see bar

chart, Fig. 7), a pattern that contrasts sharply among the domestic architecture of the site
(of the variety observed on the adult- andwith that of the single-kiva sites in which

the number of adults fluctuated around household-level sites that precede it) indi-
cate that the household persisted as an im-nine, but the number of kivas remained con-

stant at one. I suggest that this reflects a fun- portant, if not the most important, decision-
making unit at Sand Canyon Pueblo. De-damental change in social organization, one

in which the household, not the adult, func- spite the fact that the pueblo is more than
20 times larger than the largest household-tioned as the primary decision-making unit.

Importantly, the predictive model outlined level site, Bradley (1992) found a 1:5 ratio of
rooms to kivas, a ratio very comparable toabove provides the grounds not only to rec-

ognize this reorganization but to understand that of household-level sites in the locality.
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According to the Oraibi model, sites the size within and between clans), the adult:inter-
active structure ratio of these facilitiesof Sand Canyon Pueblo should have been

structured by a form of decision making that should be no more than about 19:1 (based
on the average Oraibi clan size of 19 adults),privileged a much more inclusive (i.e.,

larger) social unit than the household (like and no more than 9 of these structures
should be present.clans or phratries) for effective internal com-

munication to have occurred. The apparent Developmental period sites (ca. A.D. 750–
1200) of the Taos District of northeasternreluctance of households to relinquish their

decision-making autonomy in the face of New Mexico exhibit characteristics consis-
tent with an interpretation of household-scalar pressure is likely to have generated

nontrivial communication problems within level decision making, with sites consisting
of clusters of small pithouses, and few sitesthe pueblo, resulting in dissatisfaction

among group members and poor-quality de- containing more than four such domestic
structures (Adler 1993:336). In contrast to thecisions that are likely to have contributed to

the short life of the village (only about 25 sites of the Sand Canyon Locality, no sepa-
rate interactive structures are found on theseyears). Lightfoot and Kuckleman (1994) fur-

ther note that the pueblo exhibits evidence developmental period sites, implying that
interaction within and between householdof intermittent acts of violence throughout

its occupation, also potentially indicative of units occurred in the pithouses (though Ad-
ler [1993:338] suggests evidence for interac-poor internal integration.
tion of between 4 and 12 household units).
The earliest sites with both surface and sub-Expectations for Clan-Level Sites
surface (pithouse) architecture are quite
small, with less than 2 pithouses and 18 sur-In aggregations of greater than about 36

adults, household-level decision making face rooms (e.g., the Llano site [Jeancon
1929]), also indicative of a household levelwill begin to generate high levels of scalar

stress, since more than 9 household units (of of decision making.
After A.D. 1250, the population of smallerabout 4 adults each) would be required to

interact to reach group-level decisions. Ac- sites apparently aggregated into much
larger sites composed of roomblocks, suchcording to the Oraibi model, in such situa-

tions decision-making responsibility should as Pot Creek Pueblo (Woosley 1986). This
site provides an example of a settlement inbe assigned to a larger social unit, namely

the clan (defined as a group of integrated which a more inclusive, possibly clan-level
social organization would have been neces-households). In this context, both individual

adults within households and individual sary. The primary and latest component of
this pueblo was constructed beginning in thehouseholds within clans would retain some

say in low levels of the decision-making pro- late 1260’s and grew by accretion as a series
of discrete roomblocks around a central ac-cess, but the primary decision-making re-

sponsibility for group-level decisions would tivity area (Crown 1991:292). By the 1300’s,
10 distinct roomblocks surrounded the(ideally) fall to a council of clan representa-

tives (one drawn from each clan). plaza, each with 10–35 rooms, for a total
peak occupation estimate of 207 contempo-The Oraibi model predicts that up to

about 170 adults (9 clans of about 19 adults raneous rooms (Crown 1991:308), or 201
adults (Fig. 8).each) may be integrated into a group under

a form of social organization in which the At least three of the excavated roomblocks
are associated with kivas and/or smallclan is the most inclusive decision-making

unit. If clans have architectural correlates courtyards. Applying the conversion of 1.5
persons per room (subtracting the 35% sub-(facilities in which information is exchanged
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clans proposed at Pot Creek exceed the pre-
dicted maximum number of decision-mak-
ing units (9) by one, so the scalar stress level
of social organization may have been high.
Interestingly, in the 1300’s and 1310’s, the
central plaza area was more formally en-
closed by the construction of the last room-
block, possibly reflecting the plaza’s increas-
ing integrative importance as scalar stress
rose and integration of the clans became
more tenuous. In addition, at around 1318
A.D. construction was begun on a large kiva
in the center of the plaza. The kiva was ap-
parently never finished, and the pueblo was
abandoned shortly thereafter. The construc-
tion of the large kiva may represent the reac-

FIG. 8. Excavated units at Pot Creek Pueblo, New tion of the pueblo’s inhabitants to the high
Mexico (redrawn after Crown, 1991). levels of scalar stress being generated by the

10 clan-level information sources in the deci-
sion-making system of the pueblo. The fact
that the kiva was never completed and theadult population) to the roomblocks, at an

average of 21 rooms per roomblock, each site was abandoned soon afterwards sug-
gests that this attempt was unsuccessful.contained about 20 adults. This value pro-

duces an adult:kiva ratio of 20:1, a figure The appearance of plazas on clan-level
sites suggests some interesting develop-that closely approximates the clan size of 19

adults predicted by the Oraibi model. This ments in the way in which integration may
have been generated on these larger sites.correspondence suggests that these facilities

served to integrate the household-level deci- Plazas differ from kivas, the interactive
structures that characterized adult- andsion-making units of a roomblock into some-

thing approximating a clan-level decision- household-level sites, in two important
ways. First, plazas generally provide largermaking unit. In contrast to the pattern at

Sand Canyon Pueblo, Pot Creek Pueblo thus spaces in which to gather a group of people
than do kivas. The larger size of plazas isseems to have had a decision-making struc-

ture that was focused on a social unit whose not unexpected given the larger size of the
clan-level decision-making units that wouldscale was appropriate for the population size

of the village. There is no evidence compara- have utilized them (Adler 1989). Second,
and related, plazas are open, highly visibleble to the plethora of small kivas found at

Sand Canyon Pueblo to suggest that house- areas, as opposed to kivas, which are sub-
terranean and restricted in nature. Rappa-hold-level social units retained decision-

making autonomy at the expense of village- port (1979:195) has proposed that participa-
tion in ritual indicates acceptance of thelevel integration.

However, other lines of evidence indicate tenets of its liturgical order, so that ‘‘it is
the visible, explicit act of acceptance, andalternative sources of communication strain

at Pot Creek Pueblo. The 10 clan roomblocks not the invisible, ambiguous, private senti-
ment that is socially and morally binding.’’enclose a central plaza that may be interpre-

ted as the interactive structure that served The fact that plazas are often centrally lo-
cated in a village means that a participant’sto facilitate the flow of information between

clan-level decision-making units. The 10 acceptance was visible not only to his fel-
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low participants (as was the case in a kiva), 20 rooms (mean Å 19 rooms) (Reid and
Riggs 1995). Though there do not appear tobut to all other members of the village as

well. This may suggest a greater emphasis be clear ‘‘interactive’’ architectural corre-
lates of households in the Grasshopper re-placed on higher-level integration at larger

population levels. gion analagous to the small kivas of the Sand
Canyon Locality, Chodistas Pueblo, an 18-
room site occupied during this period, doesExpectations for Phratry-Level Sites
exhibit evidence for interactive architecture
that may have corresponded to small socialAggregations of greater than approxi-

mately 170 adults exceed the maximum pre- units. This village contained two ‘‘ceremo-
nial rooms’’ and a large plaza (Reid anddicted integrative capacity of clan-level sites.

In order for more than 170 adults to be inte- Riggs 1995), suggesting that the pueblo was
occupied by several households which maygrated, more than 9 clans (at an average size

of 19 adults) would have to exist in the deci- have used ceremonial rooms for intra- and
inter-household interaction and the plazasion-making system. This frequency of deci-

sion-making units would result in a situa- for inter-village interaction. Chodistas
Pueblo was burned to the ground just priortion of high scalar stress and a correspond-

ing reduction in group decision-making to 1300 A.D., coincident with the establish-
ment of a large block of rooms at Grasshop-quality and member satisfaction. Conse-

quently, if aggregations of more than 170 per Pueblo. The rapid growth of Grasshop-
per Pueblo between 1300–1330 (an increaseadults are to occur successfully, another

level of decision-making unit should be de- from 35 to nearly 500 rooms), indicates that
a combination of local and migrant popula-veloped above the clan. Based on Oraibi

data, a transition to phratry-level decision- tions settled at Grasshopper Pueblo in social
units of different sizes (Graves and Hol-making units is expected at this point (i.e.,

decision-making units composed of multiple brook 1982:196, 197). A number of lines of
evidence suggest that, at least initially, theintegrated clans). The primary class of inter-

active structure expected for phratry-level founding groups were distinct from each
other, including differences in architecture,sites is expected to correspond roughly to

the size of a phratry, so that the adult:inter- patterns of cranial deformation, and burial
practices (e.g., Birkby 1982).active structure should not exceed about

63:1, and there should be no more than 9 Grasshopper Pueblo, the largest site in the
region by the early 1300s A.D., contained ansuch structures present in a village. The fo-

cusing of the village’s decision-making estimated 500 rooms clustered into 12 room-
blocks (Fig. 9). Three main roomblocks con-structure around the phratry should come

at the expense of the autonomy of lower- tain the vast majority of the site’s rooms and
surround a large, central plaza and a smalllevel units, so that household-level units, for

example, should be de-emphasized in large roofed plaza (interpreted as a great kiva)
and small plaza. Two other types of nonresi-villages.

An example of a well-documented, poten- dential architecture are present in these
roomblocks: kivas and ceremonial rooms,tially phratry-level site exists in Grasshop-

per Pueblo (Graves et al. 1982), located in which contain some of the ceremonial fea-
tures associated with a kiva but which areeast-central Arizona. Occupation of the

Grasshopper region in the century before the also associated with storage and manufac-
turing activities. By 1325 A.D., the bulk ofprimary occupation of Grasshopper Pueblo

(1200–1300 A.D.) was characterized by the 3 main roomblocks had been built and
were occupied (Graves et al. 1982). Thesmall dispersed settlements (Graves and

Holbrook 1982), with sites ranging from 1 to roomblocks contained an average of 95
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of different architectural forms present at
Grasshopper pueblo reveals four levels of
social units above the household. First, each
roomblock contained an average of 11 cere-
monial rooms, for a ratio of about 13 adults
per ceremonial room. Based on wall abut-
ment data, Reid and Whittlesey (1982) inde-
pendently arrived at the comparable esti-
mate of three households, or 12 adults per
ceremonial room. The social unit suggested
by this ratio has no clear analog to any of
the expected Oraibi units, though its size ap-
proximates that of an extended family or lo-
calized lineage. The frequency of this unit
conforms closely to the predicted threshold
of nine despite the fact that it is a much
lower-level social unit than was predicted
for a site of this size. The ceremonial roomFIG. 9. Major roomblocks at Grasshopper Pueblo, Ar-

izona (redrawn after Graves et al., 1982). may have functioned in a quasi-ritual con-
text as an interactive space for the compo-
nent families of an extended family. The re-
tention of some level of autonomy of therooms each (93, 92, and 99), for a total room

count of approximately 284. Roomblock 2 extended family indicated by these data is
not predicted by the Oraibi model, whichenclosed a roofed plaza interpreted as a

great kiva, and Roomblock 3 enclosed a expects primary decision-making responsi-
bility to be consolidated in the phratry. In acomparably sized open kiva. Together, the

2 roomblocks enclosed a large, central plaza. large sequential hierarchy, lower-level units
are still likely to meet and make decisionsEach of the 3 roomblocks also contained a

number of kivas and ceremonial rooms. Ex- before passing these on to a higher-level de-
cision-making unit, but use of ritual archi-trapolating from percentages of architectural

types at Grasshopper (Reid and Whittlesey tecture by this group could signify the reten-
tion of significant autonomy by lower-level1982:697, Table 2), each roomblock is esti-

mated to have contained about 7 kivas, 11 units that may have come at the expense of
higher-level unit integrity.ceremonial rooms, and 31 households.7 Con-

verting room counts to adults as in the man- Second, each roomblock contained an av-
erage of 7 kivas for a ratio of about 20 adultsner described above, the total population of

the 3 roomblocks was 414 adults, a popula- per kiva. Reid and Whittlesey (1982) identi-
fied construction units of approximately sixtion level that falls comfortably within the

range of 170–566 adults predicted for phra- households per kiva based on wall abutment
data for a comparable estimate of 24 adultstry-level sites by the Oraibi model. Each

roomblock contained approximately 138 per kiva. The kiva use-group could therefore
have consisted of up to six household unitsadults.

As with Sand Canyon Pueblo, lower-level or two extended family units, or some com-
bination of both. The frequency and size ofdecision-making units appear to have re-

tained some decision-making autonomy at kiva groups conform to the constraints of a
clan-level site, which would predict nineGrasshopper Pueblo, potentially at the ex-

pense of village-level integration. Compari- units of 19 adults. Each kiva thus appears to
be the interactive structure which facilitatedson of numbers of adults with the number
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information exchange and decision-making the Oraibi model has been exhausted and
no predictions may be made concerning thebetween the household/extended family

units of a clan. social organization of sites with more than
566 adults (roughly 800–900 rooms), exceptThird, Roomblocks 2 and 3 each enclose

a small roofed or open plaza for a ratio of that another transition in social organization
should occur to achieve this level of aggre-138 adults per structure. The inward focus of

these plazas (which are enclosed by several gation. The decision-making hierarchy must
be augmented again to reduce the numberrows of rooms) suggests that these struc-

tures serviced the members of the room- of decision-making units in the system.
blocks only, not the site as a whole. The fact
that the number of adults associated with DISCUSSION
each plaza is very close to twice the pre-
dicted size of an Oraibi phratry suggests that Perhaps the most significant observation

to emerge from the application of the Oraibieach roomblock may have been organized
into two phratry-sized units, which may model to archaeological data is that in two

out of the three large sites examined (Sandhave utilized the same plaza as an inter-
active structure in some sort of cyclical fash- Canyon Pueblo and Grasshopper Pueblo),

low-level social units appear to have re-ion. The absence of a phratry-level structure
associated with Roomblock 1 is problematic, tained considerable decision-making auton-

omy despite scalar considerations thatespecially since the roomblock conforms to
the social organization of Roomblocks 2 and would have encouraged the delegation of

decision making to larger social units. This3 for less inclusive decision making units.
The members of Roomblock 1 are likely to observation may have broader relevance to

a repeated pattern of large-scale aggrega-have utilized some form of integrative struc-
ture to facilitate the integration of clans into tion and rapid abandonment that charac-

terizes many areas of the American South-phratries, and the open space between
Roomblocks 1 and 2 could potentially have west in the Pueblo III period (ca. A.D.

1150–1300). This pattern of aggregationserved this function as a less formal plaza
area. If each roomblock contained two phra- and abandonment came to a head in the

late 1200’s, when the entire northern South-tries, then there were six phratries at Grass-
hopper—the largest social unit at the site, west was vacated, and tens of thousands

of people redistributed themselves over thepresent in a frequency, consistent with the
maximum of nine predicted by the Oraibi Eastern and Western pueblo regions in a

series of large- and small-scale migrationsmodel. Finally, one large, centrally located
plaza is present at the center of the site. This (Adler 1996; see also papers in Spielmann,

in preparation). The pueblos constructed inplaza is interpreted to have served as an in-
teractive facility for the site as a whole, facili- the subsequent Pueblo IV period are of a

markedly different character than those oftating information flow between the six
phratries. the Pueblo III period, indicative of a new

and different organizational strategy thatAlthough Grasshopper Pueblo does ex-
hibit evidence for phratry-like decision- must have governed the workings of these

villages. Notable differences include an in-making units of the size and frequency pre-
dicted by the Oraibi model, perhaps more creased scale of aggregation (an order of

magnitude larger than many Pueblo IIIenlightening are the hints at weak village-
level integration provided by evidence for sites) and, perhaps most significantly, a

radical restructuring of social units as indi-autonomous decision-making at lower lev-
els of the decision-making hierarchy. After cated by ratios of interactive architecture

to rooms. The ratio of kivas to rooms in-the phratry-level, the predictive potential for
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creases dramatically (from roughly 1:6 in midsized sedentary groups should change
has the important function of freeing archae-the Pueblo III period to 1:40 or more after

1300 A.D. [Lipe 1989:56, Table 1]), sug- ologists from searching for archaeological
signs of social reorganization and then at-gesting that the use of kiva architecture be-

came disassociated from the household tempting to explain their occurrence post hoc.
Directed by these predicted points of transi-level and was transferred to a much larger

social unit. Ortman (in preparation) has tion, research may now be focused on the
processes of change that accompany the pe-suggested that this transformation may

have involved a change in the ‘‘conceptual riods before, during, and after successful or
unsuccessful efforts to augment a decision-metaphors’’ with which people conceived

of their community and their role within making hierarchy. It is during these ‘‘hot
spots’’ of social activity that an unusuallyit. Similarly, Lipe (1989:65) has suggested

that the Pueblo III/Pueblo IV transition large amount of negotiating of social roles
should occur. The amount of exchange, themay have involved transferring the con-

cept of sacred space from one that moved rate and intensity of stylistic messaging, the
level of conflict, the use of material goodswith the household group to one that cen-

tered on the village. to signal status, and other archaeologically
observable correlates of social interactionThe scalar perspective brought by the cur-

rent study can thus be seen to both help fo- and messaging may experience profound
transformations during these transitionalcus attention on patterns of architectural

change and provide an explanatory perspec- periods. Testable hypotheses regarding
these behavioral responses to scalar stresstive within which to interpret them. Cogni-

tive constraints on information processing can be derived from the model and evalu-
ated against archaeological data.limit the number of viable forms of social

organization in human groups, but these The focus of research on social activity
during these hot spots could, for example,constraints never generate automatic or nec-

essary responses. The organizational ten- help to resolve some of the debate over the
nature of social complexity present in thesions that can be inferred to have underlain

many large Pueblo III sites must have been prehistoric populations that occupied the
American Southwest and in other areas pop-negotiated on the ground by individuals

within these communities. The Oraibi model ulated by small- to midsized sedentary
groups. Scalar thresholds, as points of in-developed here helps us to identify architec-

tural patterns that are likely to signal sig- creased pressure for social reorganization,
may provide important ‘‘cracks’’ in the shellnificant social phenomena, but at this point

another round of postulation and testing of the egalitarian checking behavior (Boehm
1993) that has been argued to characterizemust begin to understand why individuals

chose the particular actions that they did un- many small- to midrange societies (Alden-
derfer 1993). As such, they may play out asder these conditions.
periods in which social and political position
is contested and negotiated by self-inter-CONCLUSIONS
ested individuals (see Bernardini 1996b, for
an interpretation of architectural change inThe model of scalar stress and decision-

making hierarchies developed from the the Pueblo IV period of the American South-
west in this light). Thus, it is during thesepueblo of Oraibi has enabled specific points

of transition in the social organization of scalar thresholds that we might expect for-
ays in the direction of increasing social dif-prehistoric Southwestern sites to be accu-

rately predicted. The ability to predict when ferentiation or concentration of authority to
occur.the social organization of these small- to
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1989 Ritual Facilities and Social Integration in Non-This study grew out of a theoretical per-
ranked Societies. In The architecture of social in-spective put forth by Trigger (1991) that en-
tegration in prehistoric pueblos, edited by W. D.couraged archaeologists to identify and syn-
Lipe and M. Hegmon. Occasional Paper No. 1,

thesize as many of the factors that constrain Crow Canyon Archaeological Center, Cortez,
human behavior as possible. The work on CO.
the identification of external constraints im- Aldenderfer, Mark
posed by information flow begun by Greg- 1993 Ritual, hierarchy, and change in foraging socie-

ties. Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 12:1–ory Johnson and continued here advance ar-
40.chaeological theory along this path. Added

Bass, B. M., and F. T. Nortonto an existing body of knowledge about
1951 Group size and leaderless discussions. Journalwhat limitations humans have on their

of Applied Psychology 35:397–400.range of behavioral options, this study fur-
Bernardini, Wesleythers the archaeologist’s ability to isolate
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ability in material expressions of human be- model for the development of some early writ-
havior. ing systems. Unpublished manuscript.
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According to the 1900 census, of the 109 householdsNOTES

that could be identified, half (49.5%) were nuclear
households, less than 25% (nÅ 24) were extended fami-1 The relatively egalitarian ideology of sequential hier-

archies can also conceal considerable nonmaterial [i.e., lies, 8% (n Å 9) were couples, and 20% (n Å 22) were
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other household types (Cameron 1990:140). The combi- prehistoric sites being considered were not as tightly
packed and thus did not discourage the developmentnation of these different household forms has resulted

in a slightly higher household size estimate than is tra- of localized extended families.
6 In the study area, the transition from pithouses toditionally used in Southwestern archaeology. If, as a

result, the estimate exceeds the average size of prehis- kivas occurred sometime around 900–1000 A.D. (Adler
1990:223). To eliminate possible confusion stemmingtoric households, both levels of scalar stress and the

maximum number of household-sized units capable of from kiva misidentification, only Pueblo III (1150–1300)
sites were analyzed.being integrated in a population may be underesti-

mated. On the other hand, the Oraibi estimate may ac- 7 This assumes that each room identified as special-
ized and generalized habitation corresponds to onecount for some of the variation in nuclear family size

as a result of natural growth, especially if some of the household.
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